
Fife Contemporary – Shipping Containers Project 
 
 
Background 
The project originated as a way of having displays in different post-industrial sites around Fife.  
Re-purposed sites could host a shipping container which would exhibit high quality visual art and craft to: 

 make high quality contemporary visual art and craft accessible to audiences in communities that may 
not have a museum or gallery and/or not engaged with contemporary art 

 highlight aspects of Fife’s natural / historical built environment  

 attract interest from visitors from outwith Fife as well as local communities 
 
Pilot 
To test out some of the practicalities a pilot project called In Time In Land was run 25 September-8 October 
2017 on an industrial estate in Cupar next to the former sugar beet/grain silo.  
It explored craft within Fife’s farming landscape.  3 crafts (blacksmithing, plastering and weaving) included in 
the displays of the nearby Fife Folk Museum were selected. Contemporary practitioners’ work (by John 
Creed, CHALK plaster and Julia Complin) was displayed in a hired and then specially kitted out shipping 
container over 2 weekends. Workshops/demonstrations were run during the week with the Folk Museum 
and both primary and secondary schools in Cupar to raise awareness and share skills. The Silo 
accommodated complementary activities at the weekends including free demonstrations/ workshops/ 
performance by all three of the artists featured in the container exhibition and profiled the local heritage 
organisations. The opportunity to visit the remarkable Silo structure was a major draw to the event. 
 
The pilot allowed a range of practical issues to be tested and crystallised a number of issues to be addressed 
in developing the project: 

 Rather than original idea of multiple locations at the same time to create a small trail, determine 
best time for each location? 

 Link to an established event such as a festival to attract an audience to the temporary venue. 

 Rather than link to former industrial heritage make the connection between the nature of the 
shipping container with three Fife ports (use venues in Rosyth, Kirkcaldy and Levenmouth areas) and 
St Andrews (allows further coverage of Fife coastline and potential for academic partners. 

 As a green arts organisation explore an environmental focus for the project. 
 
Banner Project 
While developing ideas for working with containers, a banner exhibition has been devised to tour, principally 
to libraries and schools, to raise awareness of the multiple roles of shipping containers and act as an 
introduction/ teaser for the evolving project. Two senior pupils at Madras College helped research and 
design banners on shipping container themes including: history; shipping & the environment; the dark side; 
101 Uses; ideal homes; and shipping containers and art. This exhibition started its tour in May 2019. 
 
Development  
We now want to develop the project with partners to make it meaningful and useful by: 

 Identifying potential specialised environmental/academic partners and possible themes to explore 

 Identifying relevant local groups as potential partners interested in working with an artist 

 Devising activity relevant to each community  

 Determining the role of each shipping container – locus for activity, store, showcase or mix of these 

 Identifying potential sites for a container in each community with the local partner 

 Identifying funding sources 

 Engaging artists 


